CoaguChek XS Pro
Quality Control Testing

Remove plastic cap & rubber bung

Ensure no liquid is in the end of pipette, carefully cut end off pipette and empty all content into glass vial, do not touch contents of glass vial.

Replace black cap and swirl on desktop, do not shake. Check all the white powder has mixed with liquid. Solution now stable for 30 minutes.

Select “Control Test” from the Main Menu

Insert test strip when prompted

Check lot number on side of QC bottle then select from list, if code number is not present select “New”

If “New” option selected, now insert the QC code chip

Once the 180 SEC countdown starts, apply the solution to the test strip using the pipette

The sample will then be analysed and the result and acceptable range displayed on the screen, document result
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Patient Testing

Select “Patient Test” from the Main Menu

If activated scan the Patient ID or enter via touch-screen and press ✓✓✓✓

Remove test strip from pot and insert into meter when prompted

The meter finds the code chip information and warms the reagent, if it is a new lot of strips you will be prompted to insert new code chip

Only after the 180 SEC countdown starts lance the prepared finger

Apply the 8ul drop of blood to the test strip using top or side dosing, within 15 seconds of lancing the finger

Wait for the meter to beep and start to analyse sample then remove the finger

The meter will automatically carry out an onboard QC on the test strip

The result will then be displayed, comments can be added by pressing “speech bubble” icon.